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In light of the discovery of the first-ever double pulsar system, PSR J0737-3039, we 
re-examine an earlier proposal to directly detect gravity waves from neutron stars. 
That 1993 gravity wave detection proposal hypothesised an extremely tight and 
almost exactly edge-on binary pulsar system within one kiloparsec of the Earth, 
almost identical to the now famous double pulsar system discovered in 2003. The 
gravity waves targeted here are waves from the individual neutron stars, not the 
much longer waves from the binary as a whole. Some confusion about this 
alternative approach to gravity wave detection has persisted in the literature. Some 
authors deemed the proposal too optimistic, arguing that the effect would have only 
a 2/1 b  dependence (b is the impact parameter), and no b/1  dependence. Here, we 
re-derive the effect in more detail, and confirm the initial estimate that the effect 
would indeed include a b/1  dependence. In fact, PSR J0737-3039 is such a perfect 
realisation of the configuration hoped for in the original proposal, that the resulting 
gravity wave signature in pulsar timing residuals may exceed the original estimate 
by four orders of magnitude. A precisely predictable, coherent modulation in pulse 
time-of-arrival measurements of 810− sec/sec is possible. A one-year intermittent 
experiment (15 minutes/day around double pulsar eclipses) on an instrument 
comparable to the SKA ( 610− sec resolution for 1 sec of integration time) could thus 
directly detect gravity waves from individual neutron stars. If neutron stars turn 
out to radiate much weaker gravity waves than hoped for here, then such an 
experiment would still provide previously inaccessible constraints on neutron star 
physics, and contribute significantly to the development of quantum field theory in 
strong gravity. 
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There are two quantities that are of interest each on its own right: )( t∆≡ δτ , the gravity 
wave modulation of the photon time-of-flight, and dtd /ττ ≡& , the rate of change of that 
modulation. For added safety, let us calculate τ  and τ&  separately, and then verify that 
one is the other’s derivative. Furthermore, to facilitate comparison with the critical 
literature [30], we shall then re-derive one of the leading terms from scratch, using the 
same Fourier transform method followed in [30]. The three calculations will agree that 
the gravity wave effect in question does indeed have a b/1  dependence, as claimed in the 
original proposal [20]. In the process, we shall find that the derivation in [30], which 
concluded to no b/1  dependence, is in fact also correct in general, but it does not extend 
to the case of prime interest in [20], where the pulsar is in tight orbit around the source of 
gravity waves. 
 
Consider a source of gravitational waves such as a rotating neutron star, and consider that 
a companion pulsar is orbiting in a highly inclined plane relative to the line-of-sight (i.e., 
close to an edge-on position). Then, the electromagnetic rays from the pulsar will 
intersect the gravitational waves from the neutron star in a zone where these waves are at 
their strongest. The hope is that this relatively strong gravity wave imprint will eventually 
be delivered to the observer in the form of a coherent modulation in the pulsar time-of-
arrival measurements (there is also an astrometric effect [21-23,35] and an interstellar 
scintillation effect [24], which we focus on elsewhere [35]).  
 
τ& , the rate of change in the pulsar time-of-arrival, can be extracted from the geodesic 
equation:  
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where h is the gravitational wave perturbation of the metric, λ is an affine parameter of 
the photon trajectory, and the p’s are the photon momenta. Then, to linear order in the 
gravity wave perturbation, 
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Let us choose out axis so that the z-axis points from the gravity wave source to the Earth, 
and the x-axis points from the gravity wave source to the point of closest approach of the 
photon (where x equals the impact parameter b.)  
 
To first order in h, we can assume that the photon trajectory here is very nearly a straight 
line (of impact parameter b) that is parallel to the z-axis. We can then use 
 
(3)          bxx ≈≡1  & 01 ≈p  , 02 ≈≡ yx  & 02 ≈p , zx ≡3  &  ctepp ≈≈ 03 . 
 
 
where h is the gravitational wave perturbation of the metric, λ is an affine parameter of 
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the photon trajectory, and the p’s are the photon momenta. Then, to linear order in the 
gravity wave perturbation, 
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To make contact with [30], let us write αβh as a function of the quadrupole moment of the 
gravity wave source as 
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where G is the gravitational constant, and  
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Here, )2/1(22)2/1(222 )()( zbzyxr +≈++≡ ,  αβη  is the flat background metric, with 
respect to which indexes are raised and lowered in this linear treatment, and .αβ
αβη hh ≡  
 
 
Using the rectilinear approximations (3) in the geodesic equation (4), we get  
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It is then straightforward to show that τ&  connects to the trace-reversed metric 
perturbation in (5-7) through: 
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To make contact with the original proposal in [20] this time, let us focus on one 
frequency component  of the gravitational wave, characterized by angular frequency Ω : 
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(11)       )](exp[ phijij trtiHD −−Ω≡ , 
 
where the ijH  are constant in space and time, and pht is a temporal phase.  
 
Substituting (5-7) and (11) in (10) produces, after some algebra, 
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Let us now switch to the dimensionless null variable 
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One can then obtain the answer in closed analytical form: 
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where some of the terms were rearranged using the fact that ijD  is traceless (see (25-29)). 
Several b/1  and 2/1 b  terms are identifiable in (15), or more easily in the following 
expansion: 
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Or, considering that 0332211 =++ HHH ,  
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If we neglect the gravity wave amplitude at the Earth, i.e., if we consider that the 
observer is at +∞→z , then 0→Earths  (see (13)) and   
 
(17)       { }221122)0()()( HHib
G
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At the other asymptotic end of the z-axis, −∞→z , we have +∞→Pulsars , so (15) yields 
 
(17)       0)( =−∞→zF  . 
 
Therefore, if one makes the approximation or assumption that the pulsar is infinitely far 
from the gravity wave source, one gets the asymptotic result 
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In addition to 2/1 b  terms like those in (18), equation (15) contains not one, but 
several b/1  terms, as one can see in the interesting example 0~Pulsarz , or ΩbsPulsar ~ , 
which is a case invoked explicitly in [20]: 
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(18-19) is the result arrived at in [30]. It was concluded from its 2/1 b  dependence that 
the estimates in the original proposal [20] (which had a b/1  dependence) were too 
optimistic, and that the effect would be definitely unobservable. We disagree with this 
conclusion for two main reasons. 
 
First, (15) and (20) show that the effect does indeed have a b/1  dependence. In fact, the 
b/1  terms are killed off only if one imposes exactly the asymptotic condition 
+∞→Pulsars , i.e.,  −∞→Pulsarz . But this is far from being the case in the proposal [20], 
where in contrast the pulsar is very close to the gravity wave source, and is in fact in tight 
orbit around it. In the case of a pulsar and a gravity-wave producing neutron star locked 
in a tight binary pulsar, Pulsarz  is effectively constrained to always remain in the vicinity 
of zero, compared to the distance of the system to the Earth. In the case of  PSR J0737-
3039, for example, Pulsarz  never strays beyond one light-second, which is about one 
orbital radius.  
 
Second, the 2/1 b  terms themselves can become comparable to b/1  terms if one can find 
alignments that are so extreme that b decreases to about one reduced gravity wavelength 
Ω/1 . One can see from (20) for example that the 2/ bΩ  terms become comparable to the 
b/2Ω  terms when .1~Ωb . This is the situation hoped for in [20], and found to hold in 
PSR J0737-3039 some ten years later: The slower of the two pulsars of that double pulsar 
system has a period of about 2.8 secs, which means that it radiates gravity waves mainly 
at 2.8 secs and 1.4 sec. On the other hand, it just happens apparently by pure coincidence 
that the distance between the two neutron stars is also about 2.8 secs. And furthermore 
the orbit happens to be almost exactly edge-on. The result is that our impact parameter b 
is confined to values so small that 2/1 b  are significant over a sizeable portion of the 
orbit. We analyse the situation specifically for the PSR J0737-3039 configuration in a 
separate work [36]. 
  
Besidesτ& , the time modulation rate-of-change, the time modulation itself,τ , can be of 
interest on its own right. Let’s evaluate it separately. Its derivative should then be τ&  in 
(15). 
 
Because of the rectilinear approximations (3), we can extract τ  directly from the photon 
line element 
 
(21)       0)(2)1( 0200 =+−−− jiijijjj dxdxhdtdxhdth η ,  
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which yields 
 
(22)       2)3303200 )21()1( dzhhdth ++≈− . 
 
To linear order in h, the modulation in the integrated time-of-flight is then 
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Using (5-8), (11), and (13), we find 
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which, compared with (15), verifies that phti ∂∂=Ω−= /τττ& . This simple relationship 
does not hold, of course, when the orbital movement of the pulsar is taken into account. 
Then, the impact parameter’s time dependence introduces an additional modulation at the 
orbital frequency [36]. Furthermore, as it is familiar in other problems involving timing 
experiments in binary systems, several corrections need to be evaluated to determine how 
the various time delay effects that are involved should translate for the observer [37]. 
 
We would now like to make contact with the actual calculation performed in [30]. 
Because the Fourier method followed there is quite different from the direct derivations 
above and in [20], we would like to show how our b/1  dependence can also be 
calculated using the same Fourier method as in [30].  
 
Calculating all the terms in (15) via an excursion into the frequency domain can be 
somewhat tedious, necessitating multiple integrations in the complex plane per term, 
especially in the interesting case where the pulsar is not at infinity. It will suffice here to 
first reproduce the 2/1 b  result in [30], which is valid for the asymptotic limit 
−∞→Pulsarz , and then show how one of the b/1  terms in (15)—for example the 33H  
term—arises in non-asymptotic cases such as the binary pulsar configuration in [20].  
 
Let us then go back to the geodesic equation (4). The αβh  in that expression are related to 
the trace-reversed energy-momentum tensor by 
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where ),,,( 321 txxxX ≡  and ),,,( 321 ωKKKK ≡  are the 4-vectors for position and 
momentum. (25) then becomes 
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which is to be evaluated at the limit 01 →ε . 
 
In the quadrupole approximation, the effect of the gravity wave source’s spatial 
frequencies can be neglected in comparison with the temporal frequencies, and the space-
space components of Tˆ obey 
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Finally, the temporal components of Tˆ  are obtained from the space-space components by 
energy-momentum conservation: 
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The photon trajectory can be approximated by  
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where bX
r
 and bt  correspond to the event of closest approach (to zeroth order in h). Also, 
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let ϕ  and θ  be polar coordinates such that  
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Hence, the exponent in (26) can be written  
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Finally, after applying the rectilinear approximation (3) to (34), we find for the full 
expression of τ&  in Fourier space, 
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We can now see how the asymptotic condition )( −∞→Pulsarz  imposed in [20] kills off 
b/1  terms and leaves only 2/1 b  terms in τ& : Under that asymptotic condition, the λ  
integral in (35) is evaluated from ∞−  to ∞+ , thus producing a delta function )( 3 ωδ −K . 
That function in turn eliminates the low-K  terms in (35), leaving only 
)2( 2112
22
22
21
11 KKDKDKD ++ , which produces the 
2/1 b  terms in (18).  
 
In contrast, there is no such delta function in our non-asymptotic case, because the λ  
integration in (35) does not start from ∞− . Hence, the low-K terms in (35) persist and 
cause the K integral to produce b/1  terms as claimed in [20] and found above in (15, 20). 
 
Let us see explicitly the steps that lead from (35) to the b/1  and 2/1 b  terms in (15, 20). 
Here are the main steps for the 33D  component, for example. 
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STEP 1: the λ  integration yields  
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STEP 2: the k  integration of the various )( ijDτ&  yields q/1  and 2/1 q  terms, where 
)coscossin( 0 θϕθ pbq Λ+≡ . As we shall see below, these terms will produce b/1  and 
the 2/1 b  terms in τ& , respectively. Below, we show explicitly all the subsequent steps for 
two terms yielded by the k  integration of )( 33Dτ&  in (37):  
                                                                                    . 
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q
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This will illustrate how the terms obtained by the direct method above and in [20] can be 
reproduced by the Fourier method in [30]. 
 
STEP 3: the θ  integration of (37) can be performed in two parts, corresponding to the 
two terms in (38).  
 
First, we find 
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Note that the second integral in (37) needs to be kept in that limiting form, in view of the 
subsequent ϕ  integration. 
 
 
Second, defining 
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STEP 4: the ϕ  integration of ),( 01 pbI Λ  yields the same result for all values of 0pΛ , 
namely 
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The same is true for ),( 02 pbI Λ , for which we find 
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STEP 5: the ω  integration of (43) yields the following component of τ& , 
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where, as we recall from (29),           
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The integration in (45) produces delta-function derivatives: 
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∂
+
−
=τ&  , 
 
where we have used (1), (31) and )( pulsarλ≡Λ to substitute 0pttz bpulsarpulsar Λ+== . 
 
Similarly, applying (48) to the omega integral of (44), we find 
 
(50)       ( ) )(
33
2/3222/33 pulsar
pulsar
pulsar
z
t
D
zb
zG
∂
∂
+
−
=τ&  . 
 
 
As advertised, this shows explicitly that the terms (including b/1  terms) found by the 
direct integration method further above and in [20], can also be derived using the Fourier 
method followed in [30].  
 
This concludes our proof that the claim in [30] that all b/1  terms are suppressed in the 
case of individual (or localised) sources of gravitational waves, does not apply to 
scenarios such as the one proposed in [20], namely when the pulsar is in the vicinity of 
the gravity wave source. Nevertheless, as we also confirmed above, the calculation in 
[30] is indeed correct when the pulsar is far removed from the gravity wave source, and 
so is the conclusion in [30] that earlier scenarios for the detection of individual gravity 
wave sources using pulsar timing [28] were ruled out.  
 
CASE 1-The electromagnetic source and the gravity wave source are unrelated (see 
fig.1):  In that case, and especially if the electromagnetic source is a pulsar, only a strike 
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of extraordinary luck would bring the impact parameter b to the extremely small values 
needed for the effect to become observable. This is the scenario contemplated in earlier 
attempts at exploiting pulsar time delays for the detection of individual gravity wave 
sources [28].  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CASE 2-The electromagnetic source and the gravity wave source are part of the same 
gravitationally bound system (see fig.2):  In this case, the extremely small impact 
-200 -100 100 200
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-1.5
-1.0
-0.5
0.5
1.0
1.5
TimeDelayRateOfChange
 
 
 
FIGURE 1:   The dimensionless time delay effect (in sec/sec) as a function of the pulsar position 
along the line-of-sight of the gravity wave source. The integrated effect (in sec) has the same 
behaviour, see equation (24). The pulsar position is measured in multiples of the gravitation 
wavelength. The time delay scale is arbitrary, the actual scale depending on how small the 
impact parameter b happens to be for a particular pulsar-gravity wave source combination. The 
figure, derived from equation (17), illustrates the behaviour of the time delay modulation 
depending on whether the pulsar is in the background (negative positions) or the foreground 
(positive positions) of the gravity wave source. In the latter case, the effect of the gravity waves 
on the electromagnetic pulses is strongly suppressed because then the pulses travel along with 
the waves  instead of crossing through them. 
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parameters required to observe the effect might obtain automatically. This is the scenario 
described in [20], where a specific prescription is proposed in terms of a hypothetical 
binary pulsar where one of the neutron stars plays the role of gravity wave source and the 
other the role of electromagnetic source. The wish list for an ideal system specified that 
the binary should (1) be within about 1 kiloparsec of the Earth, (2) be almost exactly 
edge-on as viewed from the Earth, (3) include at least one fast pulsar, (4) have a very 
small orbital period. Of course, it is exactly such a system that was discovered some ten 
years later [29]. 
 
We study the particular case of the binary pulsar PSR J0737-3039 in more detail in [36], 
where the exact configuration in space of the system is taken into account. But we can 
already obtain an order of magnitude for the effect by taking the orbit to be circular and 
exactly edge-on. The big unknown here is of course the strength of gravity waves 
produced by an individual neutron star.  
 
Since even the equation of state of such stars (and which parts are solid or liquid) is still 
unknown at this time, one can only speculate about the possible range of gravity wave 
amplitudes produced. Some amplitude estimates based on overall distortions of a rotating 
neutron star were obtained in the literature under various assumptions (see e.g. [33-35]).  
 
Using these results as a guide for our ballpark estimates [20], we can consider that the 
quadrupole moment satisfies the relation cmDij
22 10~ −Ω . Then (15) yields 
1( ≈bτ& lightsec) 1210~ −  as a typical gravity wave amplitude over most of the orbit [36]. 
That value climbs to 810)( −>eclipseτ&  near the eclipse of the slower pulsar by the (much 
more intensely radiating) faster pulsar (see figure 2). The eclipse is determined by the 
size of the magnetosphere of the neutron star generating the gravity waves, which is 
about km410 . 
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FIGURE 2:   The dimensionless time delay effect (in sec/sec) exerted by gravitational waves from 
the faster of the two pulsars of PSR J0737-3039 on the arrival times of pulses from the slower 
pulsar. For much of the orbit, the effect is at about 1210~ − sec/sec. Around the eclipse by the 
magnetosphere of the faster pulsar, the effect can climb above 810− sec/sec. This quasi-ecliptic 
phase would last for about 30 secs every orbit period, that is every 2.4 hours. Since the slower 
pulsar has a period of about 2.7 secs, the total number of its pulses that cross the gravity waves 
of the faster pulsar during the quasi-ecliptic phase is more than 410 . Assuming a N statistical 
rule for the improvement in time resolution with the number of measurement points, this means 
that the effect could conceivably be detected by next generation radiotelescopes such as the SKA, 
which should be capable of measuring individual pulses with a 610− sec resolution.  
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